Abstract
Introduction

Real-time Trajectory Generation
One of the most crucial aspects of motion control for bipedal robots is the design of reference trajectories for the different joints. It is well known that arbitrarily defining these trajectories can result in all kinds of difficulties, among which high energy consumption of the tracking actuators, and the possible instability of the robot caused by tipping over during the intermittent, unilateral contact phases with the supporting ground, are the most pertinent ones. Most research in this field has been done on humanoid robots, which are bipedal robots having the same locomotive structure as humans. As correctly summarized by Sugihara et al. (2002) , the previous work on motion generation for humanoid robots can be classified into two main approaches, trajectory replaying and real-time generation, or roughly speaking off-line and on-line techniques. Although the latter group is far more promising from the point of view of high mobility and autonomy of a humanoid, most walking trajectory generation methods successfully applied today belong to the first group. In general, off-line joint trajectories are calculated in advance by using numerical optimization algorithms, or are captured from human motions, and are applied to the real robot with no or little on-line modification. The overall motion control is thus divided in two clearly distinct subproblems, planning and control. Conversely, a realtime generation algorithm has to calculate joint trajectories in accordance with a predefined goal of the motion, while feeding back the present state of the system. Thus, planning and control form one unified task. In order to limit the number of computations, to make real-time generation possible, several authors have developed techniques based on simplification of the dynamics. During the single support phase of a walking biped, the dynamics of the system are similar to the dynamics of an inverted pendulum, whose supporting point is located at the Zero Moment Point (ZMP) (Vukobratovic and Borovac, 2004) . Using these simplified dynamics, Sugihara et al. (2002) proposed a real-time trajectory generator based on a dynamical relationship between the ZMP and the global centre of gravity (COG) of the robot. Although inertial forces other than gravitation were not explicitly considered in the control, their approach seemed to be effective as was verified by simulations. An interesting approach developed by Kajita et al. (2002) uses the dynamics of a three-dimensional inverted pendulum whose motion is constrained onto a plane, called the Three-dimensional Linear Inverted Pendulum Mode. A simple algorithm for walking speed generation was proposed, and tested on a 12 DOF biped robot, which successfully performed a dynamically stable walking motion. Capi et al. (2003) presented a method for real-time walking gait generation based on neural networks. Energy optimal gaits similar to human motion were used to teach the neural network, such that after the learning process the human gait could be quickly generated. The type of network used was a Radial Basis Function Neural Network, which belongs in fact to the class of curvefitting problems in a high-dimensional space. Recently an interesting control method based on angular momentum for a walking robot was presented by Mitobe et al. (2004) . The angular momentum of a walking robot was controlled through ZMP manipulation. The ZMP was considered as an actuating input of the controller, which used the angular momentum of the robot as the feedback signal to update the ZMP target position. Their method can be applied in real time, and does not require accurate tracking of joint trajectories. They did not, however, cover the problem of generating feasible angular momentum trajectories that guarantee the ZMP remains in the stable region. It is that specific task that is considered in this paper.
Outside of Japan other important contributions to the subject of dynamic stability of biped robots have been made. In Korea, Park and Kim (1998) focused on the method of the Linear Inverted Pendulum Mode, introduced by Kajita and Tani (1991) . They found that, due to the fact that this method initially ignored mass and moment of inertia of the legs, the ZMP point significantly moved away from a presumed position when applied to a model with non-zero mass and moment of inertia. Therefore they proposed a method called the Gravity Compensated Linear Inverted Pendulum Mode, which included the dynamics of the free leg motion. Using this technique, they developed an on-line trajectory generation method to increase the stability robustness of locomotion, based on the ZMP equation and the sensed information of the ZMP (Park and Chung, 1999) . This strategy was further refined by Park and Cho (2000) , who also expanded it to the motion during a double support phase.
Principle of the Strategy Developed
The upper body of a biped or humanoid robot usually contains the on-board hardware for the control system, as well as the batteries for electric actuation, or a pressurized vessel or compressor for pneumatic actuation. Therefore the upper body is generally the robot link with the largest mass and inertia. As a consequence, keeping this body upright requires significant action of the actuators, which might cause problems concerning the position of the ZMP (Vukobratovic and Borovac 2004) . In this paper, a planning strategy is developed that uses the angular momentum equation to estimate the natural dynamics (Pratt 2000) of the upper body, or in other words, the motion of the upper body when it is unactuated. The trajectories for the leg links are then established such that this natural behaviour of the upper body approximates a given prescribed behaviour. When this desired behaviour, which will be modelled by a polynomial function, is used as a reference trajectory for the upper body actuator, then the work of this actuator is limited to overcoming the minor differences between the natural trajectory and the polynomial tracking function. The advantage of this strategy is that the resulting motion of the ZMP stays well within the boundaries of the stability region during the whole locomotion process. During the single support phase the ZMP remains in the near vicinity of the ankle joint of the supporting foot. During the double support phase the ZMP travels from the rear ankle to the front ankle joint. By using this strategy, foot rotation (Goswami 1999) and possible tipping of the robot is avoided at all times. Moreover, the resulting oscillations of the upper body are limited to small back and forth motions. Another important feature of the technique is that it generates the robot's motion based on objective locomotion parameters, as introduced by Hurmuzlu (1993) and later reused by several authors (Ma and Wu 2002; Vermeulen et al. 2003) .
The planar walking biped "Lucy" has been developed by the Multibody Mechanics Research Group at the Vrije Universiteit Brussel . The trajectory planner described in this paper is tested by simulation on a model of "Lucy". Since its effectiveness has been verified, this strategy will be implemented on the real robot in the near future. The simulated motion of "Lucy" contains single as well as double support phases, while also taking the impact phase into account. The strategy developed consists of a limited number of elementary computations, which makes it useful as a real-time trajectory planner for bipeds. Note that the method developed is at this point only applied on a planar mechanism moving in the sagittal plane. This does not exclude the strategy for application on 3D models, since it has been shown for these systems that the dynamics in the sagittal plane are sufficiently decoupled from the dynamics in the frontal plane so that their control can be treated separately (Fowble and Kuo 1996; Bauby and Kuo 2000) .
In Section 2 a description of the simulated robot model is given. Trajectory generation for the different robot joints during a double support phase is covered in Section 3. For the single support phases, the trajectory generation is treated in Section 4. In Section 5, results for a particular simulated motion are reported. Here, a perfect tracking of the controllers is assumed in order to verify the effectiveness of the trajectory planner. In Section 6, this perfect tracking is dropped, and the tracking control architecture of the real robot is taken into account. Moreover, in order to perform a realistic simulation of the walking pattern of the physical robot "Lucy", a simulator was built which also incorporates actuator characteristics. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
The Robot "Lucy"
2.1. Geometry Figure 1 shows the robot "Lucy", and Figure 2 depicts the robot geometry used for the simulations.As mentioned before, the motion of the robot is limited to the sagittal plane. The model has two articulated legs, an upper body and two feet. The trajectory planner assumes that the feet have an ignorable inertia. The feet of the real robot have a mass of 1.15 kg and an inertia of 0.005 kgm 2 . Note that in Section 6, these real values are taken into account in order to obtain a realistic simulation of the robot. The fact that the trajectory planner ignores the inertia does not disturb the stability of the motion. The knees, hips and ankles are considered as uniaxial frictionless joints. The inertial parameters of the simulated model of the biped are given in Table 1 (link 4 is identical to link 2, link 5 is identical to link 1). The length of the ith link is l i , its mass is m i and the moment of inertia around its COG G i is I i . J i represents the rotation axis between two connected links, which is perpendicular to the sagittal plane. The total mass of the robot is 30.5 kg. There are six actuators placed at the hip, knee and ankle joints. Note on Figure 2 that axis J 3 = J 4 represents the hip joint, which will further be referred to as H . Axes J 5 and J 2 are the knee joints, and J 1 and J 6 are the ankle joints.
Hardware
Key elements in the design of "Lucy" were modularity and flexibility regarding the ability to make changes to the robot configuration during the experimental process. This modu- The high-level control is implemented on a PC. All the micro-controller units communicate with this central, Windows-operated PC, by a USB 2.0 high-speed serial bus. As such, the complete biped is controlled at a sample rate of 2000 Hz. The timing of the communication refresh rate is controlled by the EZ-usb FX2 Cypress interface micro-controller. The local micro-controllers ensure low-level, quasi real-time, control of the joints. More information on the hardware of "Lucy" can be found in Verrelst et al. (2005a) . Some of the hardware restrictions, such as the sampling rate and valve switching delay times, are taken into account in the simulator used in Section 6.
Actuation System
The robot "Lucy" is actuated by pleated pneumatic artificial muscles (PPAM) (Daerden 1999; Daerden and Lefeber 2001) . A pneumatic artificial muscle is essentially a membrane that expands radially and contracts axially when inflated, while generating high pulling forces along the longitudinal axis. Different designs have been developed. The best known one is the so called McKibben muscle (Schulte 1961) . This muscle contains a rubber tube which expands when inflated, while a surrounding netting transfers tension. Hysteresis, due to dry friction between the netting and the rubber tube, makes control of such a device rather complicated. Typical of this type of muscle is a threshold level of pressure before any action can take place. The main goal of another muscle, designed at the Vrije Universiteit Brussel, was to avoid friction, thus making control easier while avoiding the threshold. This was achieved by arranging the membrane into radially laid out folds that can unfurl free of radial stress when inflated. Tension is transferred by stiff longitudinal fibres that are positioned at the bottom of each crease. A photograph of the inflated state of the PPAM is given in Figure 3 . The forces these muscles generate are high but non-linear. At low contractions the generated force goes up to some thousand newtons while at high contractions (up to 40%) forces drop to zero.
Pneumatic artificial muscles can only pull. In order to have a bidirectionally working revolute joint one has to couple two muscles antagonistically. For such a setup, angular position of the joint is determined by pressure differences in both muscles, while the joint stiffness is influenced by the sum of pressures. This means that joint compliance and position can be controlled separately. An important research topic related to the biped "Lucy" concerns control of the different joint compliances in order to exploit as much as possible the natural dynamics of the complete system. This topic, however, is not within the scope of the paper; a discussion on exploitation of natural dynamics by compliance variation can be found in Verrelst et al. (2004) .
Trajectory Planning for Double Support Phase
In this section, polynomial tracking functions are established for the rear leg of the robot during a double support phase. This is done by imposing boundary conditions on the hip motion, namely on the position, the velocity and the acceleration. By using holonomic constraints resulting from the closed kinematic chain, trajectories are established for the front leg. By studying the natural upper body motion, it will be shown that manipulating the boundary conditions on the hip motion can facilitate steering the upper body motion. By choosing adequate boundary conditions on the hip motion, the natural, unactuated upper body motion is limited to minor oscillations around the upright position. A polynomial tracking function for the upper body is then developed to approximate this motion. Furthermore, it will be explained how the joint trajectory generator takes the motion of the ZMP into account. The strategy inherently causes the ZMP to move from the rear ankle to the front ankle, while not leaving the stability region during this movement.
Throughout this document, the notationX is used to distinguish vectors from scalars. The convention used is thatX stands for a vector in 3 , like for example, a force vector, while X is a scalar, the vector's modulus. Geometrical vectors from A to B are denoted AB.
In Figure 4 the model of the planar biped is depicted during a double support phase. R stands for Rear foot; F stands for Front foot. Since both feet are in contact with the ground, a closed kinematic chain is formed by the two legs and the ground. It is desired that both feet stay in contact with the ground and that the feet do not slip during a double support phase. Due to these constraints on the feet, the robot's number of DOF is reduced to three. Indeed, during a single support phase the robot has five DOF, and during the double support phase two holonomic constraints are imposed:
(1)
The horizontal and vertical distances between the two ankle joints are respectively called step length and step height and are given by:
The step length and step height belong to the set of objective locomotion parameters which form the input of the joint trajectory planner. Introducing them into the constraints leads to:
Note that θ 3 does not appear in the holonomic constraints since the upper body is not a part of the closed kinematic chain. In the holonomic constraints, four coordinates appear, of which only two are independent. Trajectories will be established for the link angles on the rear leg by the joint trajectory planner.
Calculating the values of the dependent coordinates, as well as their first and second derivatives, is straightforward (Shih and Gruver 1992; Vermeulen 2004) .
4. "Lucy" during DSP.
Hip motion
The following set of Lagrange's coordinates is chosen to describe the robot's motion during a double support phase:
where X H and Y H respectively represent the horizontal and vertical position of the hip joint. A specific hip motion can be realized by tracking polynomial steer functions on the leg links of the rear leg. In order to obtain smooth trajectories, fifth-order polynomials are established. These functions connect initial and final boundary values which are deduced by the inverse kinematics applied on the following boundary values for the hip motion:
where t + indicates the time instance immediately after the impact phase, and t D represents the end of the double support phase. The duration of the double support phase is then equal to T D = t D − t + . In practice, the trajectory planner will use an inelastic impulsive impact model to calculate the joint velocity discontinuities during the shock (Zheng and Hemami 1985) . The accelerations after the impact can be found by using the robot's equations of motion (Vermeulen 2004) . Note that if the robot starts the double support phase from rest, t + = 0 can be chosen, combined withẊ
Whenever the polynomials θ 1R (t) and θ 2R (t) are known, solving equations (5) and (6) allows us to determine θ 1F (t) and θ 2F (t). These trajectories will obviously not be polynomials, and their values have to be calculated continuously by solving a quadratic equation (Vermeulen 2004) .
It is clear that, regarding the horizontal and vertical motion of the hip joint, different trajectories can be designed. During the double support phase, choosing different values for position, velocity and acceleration at t = t D results in different polynomial tracking functions. It will be shown in this work that choosing specific boundary values for the hip motion can facilitate steering the upper body motion.
Upper Body Motion
In order to derive a natural motion of the upper body during the double support phase, it is assumed that no actuator torque is acting on it. In that case, the upper body behaves as an unactuated inverted pendulum with a moving supporting point, the hip point H. Considering the free body diagram of the upper body in Figure 5 , and writing the angular momentum equation around the center of mass, yields:
where G 3 is the COG of the upper body and g represents gravity acceleration. The vector1 z is the unity vector perpendicular to the sagittal plane as drawn in Figure 5 . When substitutingR
equation (8) can be rewritten as
whereā G 3 is the acceleration vector of the COG of the upper body. This equation can be used to compute a natural motion of the upper body during the double support phase. When taking into account the following kinematic expressions (see Figure 5 ): Table 1 )
the following second-order nonlinear differential equation is found for the upper body angle θ 3 :
with
. FBD of upper body.
One can prescribe X H and Y H by e.g. polynomial functions and solve this equation numerically for θ 3 . Often such a problem is approached by linearizing the equation under the assumption that the rotation of the pendulum is small (Shih 1997) . Here this assumption leads to
Such that the differential equation becomes
Equation (13) (t) are given functions of time, and when initial conditionsθ 3 (t + ) and θ 3 (t + ) are specified, this equation can be numerically integrated to obtain a natural upper body motion during the double support phase. However, the goal here is not to determine a natural motion exactly, but to develop a trajectory for the upper body angle which corresponds to a motion close to a natural motion. In that case, tracking this trajectory will only demand a limited actuating torque. This implies that keeping the upper body upright will not introduce undesired motions of the ZMP (Vermeulen 2004) . A rough approximation of the natural upper body motion can be found by considering only the horizontal hip motion (by assuming that θ 3 ≈ π 2 ):
By twice integrating (14) over time, one obtains:
Suppose now that the duration of the double support phase is given the following value:
then roughly speaking the upper body angle at the end of the double support phase is given by
A fifth-order polynomial function will be established for the upper body angle, connecting the following initial and final boundary values:
andθ 3 (t + ) as well asθ 3 (t + ) resulting from the impact phase. A suitable value for the angular velocityθ 3 (t D ) (see (50)) will be calculated in Section 4.2, where calculations for the single support phase are performed.
At this point, steer functions for all robot links are developed. In practice, the robot is overactuated during a double support phase. The load can for example be distributed over the hip and knee actuators, by using a pseudo-inverse Jacobian method (Shih and Gruver 1992 ). The ankle actuators can then be used for an extra control loop used to regain balance in case of external disturbances. This is comparable to the so-called ankle strategy for humans (Winter 1995) . Such a secondary control loop is, however, beyond the scope of this paper.
Motion of the ZMP
During the double support phase, the ZMP has to transfer from the rear foot to the front foot. The stability region for the ZMP consists thus of the two feet, and the line connecting the feet. While designing trajectories for the robot joint angles, the trajectory planner will take the position of the ZMP into account, such that it is guaranteed that the ZMP will not leave the stability region. Figure 6 depicts the planar biped during a double support phase. The point P represents the ZMP point, located on the line connecting the two ankle points. As long as both the vertical reaction forces R the absence of external ankle torques, the ZMP point will be located between the two ankle points. The position of the ZMP can be calculated by expressing that the moment around the ZMP caused by the vertical reaction forces in F F and F R equals zero (Hemami and Golliday 1977) :
Note that the distance between the two ankle points is equal to the step length λ, as defined by expression (3). The position of the ZMP is computed with
The position of the ZMP point can also be expressed in terms of the motion of the robot instead of the ground reaction forces. Applying the angular momentum equation with respect to the rear ankle point giveṡ
from which
Moreover, applying the linear momentum theorem in the vertical direction gives
Such that the position of the ZMP is determined with
This means that in the absence of ankle torques, the trajectories for the leg links have to be defined in such a way that
When assuming that at the beginning of the double support phase the zero moment point coincides with the rear ankle joint, this corresponds to a zero ground reaction force at the front ankle joint. The angular momentum equation with respect to the rear ankle evaluated at t = t + then becomes (when neglecting the shift of the ZMP due to the impact):
At the end of the double support phase the zero moment point has to be located at the front ankle joint. This corresponds to a zero ground reaction force at the rear ankle joint. The angular momentum equation with respect to the rear ankle evaluated at t = t D then becomes:
Satisfying (27) 
Trajectory Planning for Single Support Phase
In this section, tracking trajectories are generated for the different robot links during the single support phase. The leg link trajectories are constructed in such a way that all objective locomotion parameters attain their desired values.Again, the hip motion is manipulated so that a natural upper body motion is achieved which keeps the upper body close to the upright position. By approximating this motion by a polynomial tracking function, it is guaranteed that only a minor action is required by the ankle actuator, which inherently guarantees that the ZMP stays within the foot area. Furthermore, by studying the upper body angle behaviour and its angular velocity and acceleration, it is explained how the double support phases are linked to the single support phases and vice versa. In Figure 7 the biped is depicted during a single support phase. S stands for Supporting leg, and A stands for swing (Air) leg. Since it is assumed that the supporting foot stays in contact with the ground and does not slip during a single support phase, the number of DOF is equal to five.
Hip and swing foot motion
Suppose that the following set of Lagrange's coordinates is chosen to describe the motion:
Assuming initially that no external ankle torque is exerted, so that only the knee and hip actuators are used, the robot is an underactuated mechanism. Two fifth order polynomial functions for the leg links of the supporting leg are established, which connect the following initial and final boundary values for the hip motion:
X H (t D ),Ẋ H (t D ),Ẍ H (t D ) → X H (t S ),Ẋ H (t S ),Ẍ H (t S ) Y H (t D ),Ẏ H (t D ),Ÿ H (t D ) → Y H (t S ),Ẏ H (t S ),Ÿ H (t S )
where t S represents the end of the single support phase. The duration of the single support phase is then equal to T S = t S − t D . This single support phase duration is defined as
where ν is an objective locomotion parameter defining the mean horizontal hip velocity during a single support phase. Two sixth-order polynomial functions for the leg links of the swing leg are established, which connect the following initial, intermediate and final boundary values for the swing foot motion:
→ Y F A (t S ),Ẏ F A (t S ),Ÿ F A (t S )
The intermediate condition at t = t i is used to lift the foot whenever an obstacle has to be cleared during the swing phase. Note also that in all caseṡ
since during the double support phase the feet remain fixed to the ground. 
Upper Body Motion
During a single support phase, the robot rotates around the ankle point of the supporting foot F S . The amount of rotation of the system can be quantified by the angular momentum with respect to that point. Expressing that no slip occurs and that a continuous contact of the supporting foot with the ground surface is assumed, givesv
wherev F S andā F S are respectively the absolute velocity and acceleration of the supporting foot. The angular momentum can then be calculated with the general formula:
thus making the sum over the five links. Since the motion of the robot is restricted to the sagittal plane,μ F is perpendicular to that plane:μ
When expanding expression (34), the angular momentum can be written as (Vermeulen 2004) :
with the function h being independent of the angular velocity of the upper bodyθ 3 . More specifically, it is calculated as follows (refer to Figure 7 and to the fact that both legs are considered identical):
And the function A 3 is determined by
or
Taking (32) and (33) into account, one can write the angular momentum equation with respect to the ankle joint:
with M being the total mass of the robot andT F S the applied torque at the ankle joint of the supporting foot. In order to obtain a natural upper body motion, it is initially assumed that the ankle actuator is not used. In that case the angular momentum equation can be written as:
where X G is the horizontal position of the global COG.
Upper Body Angle
Integrating (41) 
A second integration from t = t D to t = t S yields:
Now introducing (36) into the lhs of (43) and solving foṙ
From (39) it can be seen that, when assuming small rotations of the upper body in the neighbourhood of π 2
, as well as small vertical motions of the hip joint, the function A 3 can be approximated as a constant:
Expression (44) then becomeṡ
Now recalling expression (17), which calculates the upper body rotation during the double support phase:
and demanding that
allows one to determine a necessary value forθ 3 (t D ):
If this specific value for the angular velocity of the upper body is used for the construction of the polynomial function for the upper body during the preceding double support phase (see Section 3.2), then the upper body rotation will be compensated during the next single support phase, without requiring the use of an ankle actuator.
Upper Body Angular Velocity
Evaluating (42) at t = t S and introducing the kinematical expression (36) yields:
By varying the integral on the rhs of equation (51), different values forθ 3 (t S ) can be obtained.
In the case of steady walking, for example, one can choose
When considering the robot as an inverted pendulum, this case corresponds to horizontal paths of equal length behind and in front of the ankle joint. Indeed, the accelerating and decelerating effect of gravity on the COG then compensate each other. In practice a specific value for the integral on the rhs of (51) can be attained by iteratively shifting the horizontal position of the hip point X H (t D ) at the end of the double support phase, which can be done as follows. Assuming that the COG moves with a horizontal velocity equal to the velocity of the hip, which is assumed to be constant, yields:
The COG then propagates with a constant speed from X G (t D ) to X G (t S ):
so that the integral can be estimated with
with T S being defined by (31). The variation of I , when varying X G (t D ) and X G (t S ) in such a way that the value of T S remains unchanged, gives
which means that if a variation I of the integral is desired, then the initial position of the COG has to be shifted by
one obtains the following iteration formula:
When using the iterative formula (58), a specific value for X H (t D ) is determined which guarantees that during the next single support phase the integral on the rhs of (51) will attain a prescribed value. This value will consequently yield a specific value for the natural angular velocityθ 3 (t S ), which is given by expression (51). The polynomial tracking function for the upper body during the single support phase will then be constructed with this value ofθ 3 (t S ). 
Upper Body Angular Acceleration
Evaluating (41) at t = t D and introducing the kinematical expression (36), gives
By using the robot kinematics (Vermeulen 2004) , this function can also be written in terms of the hip and swing foot velocities:
So the derivative functionḣ will also contain the hip accelerationsẌ H andŸ H . Equation (60) Goswami et al. (2004) useμ G , the rate of change of angular momentum of the entire robot computed at its COG, as a measure of overall rotational stability. They state that whenever the ground reaction force passes through the COG, the robot is rotationally stable, since then the rate of change of angular momentum is zero and the robot does not tend to tip over:μ
withR F S the ground reaction force acting on the supporting foot. By using this condition at the transition between a double and a single support phase, we can obtain a second equation in X H (t D ) andŸ H (t D ) as follows. Applying the transport equation for the angular momentum between F S and G, gives
When differentiating with respect to time:
Now introducing (63), and the angular momentum equation (40) with a zero ankle torque, yields:
or when expanding the cross products and evaluating the equation at t = t D :
By using the robot kinematics (Vermeulen 2004 
Tracking Function
In the preceding paragraphs, the natural upper body motion was manipulated such that the upper body is steered without requiring an ankle actuator, which corresponds to a ZMP located at the ankle joint during the single support phase. In order to compensate for modelling errors and possible external disturbances, a fifth-order polynomial function for the upper body angle will be established. This polynomial function is constructed with the boundary values from a natural motion, meaning that it is a reasonable approximation of the natural motion. It connects the following boundary values:
Consequently, the torque exerted by the ankle actuator is low, meaning that the ZMP remains in the near vicinity of the ankle joint, which is the most dynamically stable position. Note also that due to the strategy developed during the double support phase, the ZMP automatically transfers from the rear ankle to the front ankle, without requiring external torques. Indeed, polynomial trajectories are constructed, connecting two successive single support phases, each with the ZMP located exactly at the ankle joint of its supporting foot.
Simulation with Perfect Tracking
To verify the effectiveness of the trajectory planner, a number of different simulations were performed (Vermeulen 2004) . The results of a steady walking pattern where "Lucy" walks on a stairway at a walking speed corresponding to the stateof-the-art are reported here. Note that at this point a perfect tracking by the controllers of the different joint actuators is assumed. Moreover, since all steps are identical, only graphs for one full step are shown. The following objective parameters characterize the walking pattern and form the input for the trajectory planner: The total step duration is approximately 0.58 s, with a single support duration T S = 0.46 s, and a double support duration T D = 0.12 s. The single support phase covers about 80 % of the total step duration, which corresponds to the case of human walking at low speeds (Hardt et al. 1999) .
For the graphs in this section, the reference frame XYZ is located at the ankle joint of the supporting foot during the single support phase, and at the rear ankle joint during the double support phase, as drawn in Figures 6 and 7 .
Figures 9 and 10 show respectively the horizontal hip position and velocity during one full step; Figure 11 shows the vertical hip position. The initial horizontal hip position was determined with the iterative formula (58). For this simulation,θ 3 (t S ) =θ 3 (t D ) was chosen in (51), which results in X H (t D ) − X F S (t D ) = −0.133 m at the beginning of the single support phase. Note on Figure 9 that the overall horizontal hip displacement equals the step length λ, which is logical for a steady walking motion. Analogously, the overall vertical hip displacement equals the step height δ, which can be verified on Figure 11 . As can be seen on Figure 10 , the horizontal hip velocity at the endpoints of both phases isẊ H (t D ) =Ẋ H (t S ) = 0.62 m/s. This corresponds toẊ H (t D ) =Ẋ H (t S ) ≈ 1.25 ν, which appears to be interesting from the point of view of overall mechanical energy consumption (Vermeulen 2004) . Note that the bottom dashed line on this graph represents the mean horizontal hip velocity during the single support phase, which equals the prescribed value of ν. The decelerating and accelerating effect on the COG caused by gravity during the single support phase is also clearly visible on this graph. Figures 12 and 13 show, respectively, the horizontal and vertical swing foot trajectory during a single support phase. Both the step length and the step height reach their prescribed values. The tracking trajectories for the upper body angle during single and double support, which approximate natural trajectories, are drawn in Figure 14 . It can be verified that the amplitude of the upper body oscillation is very small. For this simulation, expression (50) phases, the trajectory generator uses the angular momentum derivative with respect to the rear ankle joint to verify that the ZMP remains between the two feet at all times. As was explained in Section 3.3, the value ofμ F R should never cross the functions F − = −MgX G and F + = −MgX G + λM Ÿ G + g during a double support phase. It can be seen on Figure 18 that this condition is clearly fulfilled here. This condition is easy to verify in advance since it is a purely kinematical one. As soon as the tracking functions are established, the trajectory planner checks if dynamic stability is guaranteed. If not, the hip accelerations in the boundary points are slightly adapted (Vermeulen 2004) .
Simulation with Imperfect Tracking Controllers and Actuator Characteristics
The real robot "Lucy" consists of actuators that are steered by imperfect tracking controllers. To obtain a more realistic simulation, these controllers are taken into account for the next simulation. Moreover, the actuator characteristics of "Lucy" are taken into account, errors on the inertial parameters of the different links are introduced and some hardware limitations, such as controller sampling rate and valve delays, are considered. 
Joint Trajectory Tracking Controller
The joint trajectory tracking controller can be divided into three parts: a computed torque module, a delta-p unit and a bang-bang pressure controller (see Figure 19) . The trajectory planner, computed torque module and delta-p unit are implemented on a central computer; the bang-bang controllers for each joint are implemented on the local micro-controllers.
Computed Torque Module
Fed by the trajectory generator, the computed torque module calculates the required actuator torques. This control unit is different for single and double support phases due to the overactuated nature of the robot during double support. During single support the torques are calculated using a computed torque technique, consisting of a feedforward part and a PID feedback loop. During the double support phase, immediately after impact of the swing leg, three geometrical constraints are enforced on the motion of the system. Due to these constraints, the robot's number of DOF is reduced to three. The dynamic model thus has to be reformulated in terms of the reduced independent variables. The dependent variables are related to the independent ones through the kinematical Jacobian. Actuator redundancy arises because there are six actuators which have to control only three DOF. To be able to calculate the six joint torques, an adapted version of the control method proposed by Shih and Gruver (1992) is used, which is based on a matrix pseudo-inverse. More information on this controller can be found in Verrelst et al. (2005c) 
Delta-p Controller
For each joint an estimated computed torqueτ forms the output of the computed torque module. This computed torque is then fed into the so-called delta-p control unit of each joint, which calculates the required pressure values to be set in the muscles. The torque generated in an antagonistic setup with two muscles is given by
with p 1 and p 2 the applied gauge pressures in the front and back muscle respectively which have lengths l 1 and l 2 . The dimensionless force functions f 1 and f 2 characterize the forces generated by the respective muscle of the antagonistic setup, as is explained in Daerden (1999) . The kinematical transformation from forces to torques are represented by r 1 and r 2 which result, together with the muscle force characteristics, in the torque functions t 1 and t 2 . These functions are determined by the choices made during the design phase and depend on the joint angle β. Thus joint position is influenced by weighted differences in the gauge pressures of both muscles.
The two desired pressures are generated from a mean pressure value p m while adding and subtracting a p value:
The mean value p m determines the sum of pressures in both muscles and consequently the joint stiffness. The final goal is to control this stiffness in order to influence the natural dynamics of the system; a discussion on this topic is given in Verrelst et al. (2005b) . Feeding back the joint angle β and using expression (69), the required p can be determined as to deliver the required calculated torque:
The delta-p unit is thus a feedforward calculation from torque level to pressure level and uses estimated values of the muscle force function and estimated kinematical data of the pull rod mechanism by which the muscle's linear displacements are transformed to joint rotations.
Bang-bang Pressure Controller
In order to realize lightweight, rapid and accurate pressure control, fast switching on-off valves are used. The pneumatic solenoid valve 821 2/2 NC made by Matrix weighs only 25g. The opening time is about 1 ms and it has a flow rate of 180 Std.l/ min. A set of two inlet and four outlet valves are used per muscle. In the last control block the desired gauge pressures are compared with the measured gauge pressure values after which appropriate valve actions are taken by a multi-level bang-bang pressure controller with dead zone (see Figure 20 ). More detailed information on the valve system can be found in Van Ham et al. (2001) 
Actuator Characteristics
In order to perform a realistic simulation of a walking pattern of the physical robot "Lucy", a simulator was built which also incorporates actuator characteristics. This model is a full hybrid simulation with mechanical and thermodynamic processes combined in one set of differential equations. It includes the muscle actuator characteristics and allows study of the limits on the motion of the robot. This simulator takes into account six links of the biped: lower legs, upper legs, upper body and the foot of the swing leg. The stance foot is not simulated since it is assumed fixed to the ground. If ω is introduced for the angular velocity, the second-order differential equations of motion can be written in canonical form, which leaves 12 first-order differential equations for single support with additionally three constraint equations for double support (during the DS phase the swing foot of the previous SS phase is parallel with the ground surface). The thermodynamics of each joint are characterized by four first-order differential equations for pressures and airmasses. This leaves a total set of 24 differential equations for the thermodynamic differential equation block. Finally, another 12 thermodynamic state equations, the perfect gas law, complete the set. The differential equations are numerically integrated using a fourthorder Runge-Kutta method with an integration time step of 50 µs, which is ten times less than the sample time of the control unit. In order to evaluate robustness of the controller with respect to parameter estimation, two systematic errors are introduced. The computed torque module works with deviations on the inertial parameters: 5% for center of gravity position and link mass, and 10% for the link inertia. Also 5% hysteresis on both muscle force functions of the antagonistic set-up are taken into account. More detailed information on the simulation model and the formulation used can be found in Verrelst et al. (2005c) .
Simulation Results
In this section, results of a simulation of a steady walking pattern with the following objective locomotion parameters are reported: stability region, which consists of the surface of the left foot. In Figure 26 , it can be seen that the ZMP remains well within the stability region. It deviates with a maximum amplitude of 3 cm away from the ankle point. The feet of the robot "Lucy" have respective lengths of 20 cm to the tip and 10 cm to the heel of the foot, so overall stability is guaranteed, even with the parameter deviations introduced and an imperfect pneumatic tracking system. Figure 25 shows the hip torque exerted between the left leg end the upper body. The double support phase on the left leg (the intermediate DS phase on the graph) represents the action of the hip actuator steering the upper body when the left leg is the front leg. This is the part where the natural upper body dynamics are taken into account. One can clearly see that the actuator action is limited. This leads to a quasi-linear translation of the ZMP from the rear to the front foot during this double support phase, as can be seen in Figure 26 .
Figures 27 and 28 depict the horizontal and vertical position of the swing foot. Only small deviations of the step length and step height are observed. Figure 29 shows the horizontal velocity of the hip. It can be seen that the mean value of the forward velocity is around 0.2 m/s, as was desired. On the same graph, the inverted pendulum principle during single support can be verified. The hip decelerates and then re-accelerates. Note that at the beginning of each double support phase a discontinuity occurs in the velocity pattern. This is due to the impact of the swing foot, which can also be seen on the angular velocity patterns of the different leg links.
Conclusions
A trajectory planner for the planar walking biped "Lucy" has been developed. A set of objective locomotion parameters form the input for this planner, while the output consists of polynomial tracking functions for each of the robot links. The strategy tunes the natural upper body dynamics by manipulating the angular momentum equation, so that practically no actuation is required to keep the upper body upright. As a result, external ankle torques are extremely low, which means that the upper body actuation does not cause the ZMP to move out of the stability region. The leg link angle trajectories are established in such a way that the ZMP stays in the near vicinity of the ankle joint during the single support phase, and travels from the rear to the front ankle joint during the double support phase. Since the ZMP position is taken into account when establishing the tracking functions, the trajectory planner is in fact an open-loop ZMP controller. The method is very effective, as can be seen by the simulation results, given for cases with perfect tracking as well as without perfect tracking. The latter incorporates the current tracking control strategy developed for the biped "Lucy" and takes into account some important hardware limitations observed on the real robot.
Worth mentioning is that less than 20 µs of computation time was required to generate all trajectories with an AMD Athlon 1.2 GHz processor. Since only a limited number of elementary computations are made, this technique is suitable for use in real time. What particularly distinguishes the technique from other existing real-time trajectory planners, is that it does not use a simplified dynamical model. Only minor approximations are made, which has the advantage that the strategy remains effective at high walking speeds.
Once the hardware of the experimental platform "Lucy" is optimized, the trajectory generator strategy as proposed in this paper will be evaluated on the real biped model. So far only the trajectory tracking controller has been successfully evaluated on the real robot while imposing slow statically balanced walking patterns. 
